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under the Academy of Science; meteorology, oceanography,
and the study of magnetic phenomena, under the Arctic
Scientific Research Institute which is attached to the
Glavsevmorput (Northern Sea Route Administration); and
mining, under one or other of the industrial Commissariats.
The Scientific Research Institute of Polar Agriculture has
its headquarters in Leningrad. Under its young director,
A. A. Kalnibolotsky, the Institute is carrying agriculture to
the Soviet Arctic with missionary zeal. There is a staff of
twenty-five scientific workers. They unfold for the visitor
an immense map of Russia on which the Soviet Arctic is
coloured red. This is the zone which Comrade Stalin has
ordered them to make self-sufficient for grain crops,
potatoes, and vegetables. The zone carries a population of
about two million people. The soils are acid and sterile.
The frost-free period may not be more than seventy-five days.
The .rainfall in many parts is low, and there are droughts in
early summer. In the Ob Valley there is no regular course
of the stream, arid crops have to be grown wherever floods
have deposited the rich silt. Every year, the crops must be
pushed further north and the people must be one step
closer to supporting themselves.
To carry out its programme the Institute has seventeen
experiment stations, from Murmansk in the west to Anadyr
on the Pacific coast It claims that wheat is grown at a
latitude of 63° N., and oats, potatoes, and cabbages at 6&°
N. It boasts of tomatoes in Igarka and mahorka tobacco
along the Ob. It reports yields of .potatoes as high as
fourteen tons per acre.
The high yields should not be taken seriously, for the
Russians have a custom of calculating yields per acre from
the yields on plots four metres square, or even from the
yields of single plants; in fact potatoes on the Kola
peninsula (varieties Vermont, Snowfiake, and Imandra)
yield about two-and-a-half tons per acre. Nor should the
production of Arctic tomatoes be taken seriously, because,
given a glasshouse with artificial heat and artificial light,

